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 It's our small way of helping you choose your favourite outfit or just looking great in your own photo. Come and chat with us
on our Yahoo! Group. xianercahill If you've been reading the xianercahill blog for a while, you'll know I'm a bit of a fashion
addict. I love mudding (the movement of fashion and design) but I also have a very strong side to my brain that likes to play

with my brain cells (and the shiny pink things that live inside). When I saw a very cool line of skirts that sparkled in the sun, I
simply had to get one! But I wanted something original, not just a dusty florals number. That's when it came to mind that I

would see the watch face as a set of black and white stones. And when they sparkled, I'd be one with a statement. I also think
that men should look at a couple of examples of the R18 mmd collection before buying their own one. On the occasion, there is
an intriguing selection of men's shoes (that are worth checking out). Ooooh yeah! But the colours in this case are very much a
case of "black and white or red". The other items of interest in the collection are the watches. I already have a tag for one of
them, a mini version of the style worn by Sacha Baron Cohen in his "Borat" character. It's very cute and I love it! I've been

wearing this watch for years (it's my dad's). It's always been a pretty standard white and black guy's watch and a big part of the
reason it's stayed a favourite is because it fits the colour scheme of my wardrobe (and I love the elegant masculine elements of
it). But my dad has now taken a liking to it (he has a thing about watches, I'm sure you'd know it if you have been a Dad for a
bit). So, he got me this shiny new one, a classic mens' watch (you can see an old one on my Instagram page) from H. P. Dark.
It's black, of course. The watch I have now is a very light pinkish-red. It's a bit louder than the other one and so I'm looking
forward to mixing up the colours to see which one is my favourite. As for the watch collection (which I can't 82157476af
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